GEOL202 Reading Reports  (September 2014)

A complete citation of the reading (author, title, date) at the top of the page. Follow a standard citation format if possible.  
1 point

One SHORT paragraph summarizing the important ideas in the paper.  
1 point

One LONGER paragraph - a description of original data or resources, and then the important interpretations of those data. This can be two paragraphs with data followed by interpretations. If one paragraph, be very clear where the data end and the interpretation begins.  
3 points

One SHORT paragraph with your analysis of the paper, including scientific relevance and importance to the topics covered.  
2 points

Technical errors (one point per error) include but not limited to:  
3 points
• spelling
• grammar, punctuation
• paragraph with no topic sentence

Total points  
10 points

Grading code:
₵ incorrect or no citation
Sp spelling
G grammar or punctuation error
St sentence construction
¶ paragraph construction
Mx mixing data and interpretation

Examples of scientific citations for geology:

or look in any geological journal